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INTRODUCTION 
Collegiate a cappella music comes from traditional a cappella music which 
is defined in the New Oxford Dictionary as, "In chapel style ... unaccompanied." A 
cappella music originated in the Gregorian Chanting found in the Jewish heritage 
and then expanded on by the Catholic Church. Collegiate a cappella music, 
according to the Contemporary A Cappella Society of America (CASA), began in a 
few selected colleges around the country. This collegiate a cappella music came 
as an extension of the more traditional chorus music that the colleges offered 
and differed primarily in that the groups goals combined the performance of a 
show choir, the musicality of a more classically based group, and the excitement 
of singing more contemporary pieces. 
Over the years collegiate a cappella music has taken off. Currently there 
are almost 400 groups licensed by CASA in America alone. This paper is going 
to look at different methods of leading these a cappella groups and reflect upon 
my four years as an a collegiate a cappella group's Business Manager. 
Trying to gain a wide perspective before writing, I began this paper by 
looking at some general leadership situations in music groups, including a careful 
analysis of the leadership in the Detroit String Quartet. After learning of some of 
the peripheral issues, I focused on ·collegiate a cappella by interviewing 
members of three collegiate a cappella groups (one women's and two male). 
Next I wrote down a basic history on my group, the Octaves, and followed that 
by interviewing nine of the members in the group. I finished the paper by 
evaluating the different leadership structures and styles that I encountered and 
discussing my feelings of the leadership most appropriate for Octaves at 
different stages of group development. 
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